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PRE-TOURNAMENT INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT:   MARK CALCAVECCHIA  
Wednesday, June 4, 2014 
 
 
 
Q.  This is a different format obviously, but we're playing a par 3 course most of 
the time.  How does the strategy change as you and Steve Lowery play 
together? 

 

MARK CALCAVECCHIA:  Yeah, it's definitely a little different.  I think that's a little bit 
up in the air.  We'll kind of have to figure it out when we get out there on Saturday.  I 

kind of figured out I'm going to hit on the odd holes and he's going to hit on the even 
holes in the alternate shot deal.  Then the best ball's best ball, he'll probably hit first.  

And if it's not really working, you can shake it up.  So you can kind of start off with a 
certain strategy, and if it's not working for some reason, you shake it up.  But I think 

everybody's kind of in the same boat with the par 3.  We've never done anything like 

this before. 
 

Q.  That was my next question.  The concept of this event on a par 3 course, 
what is that like?  What's been the feedback from the fellow players?   
 

MARK CALCAVECCHIA:  I don't want to say it's uncomfortable, but it's a different 
vibe for sure.  Just keep going around that thing and it's just different because we're 

so used to, you know, not hitting woods.  You leave your woods in the car.  You just 
bring your 4-iron through sand wedge and it's just a different feel.  I'm not saying it's -- 

it's going to be fun, but it's weird not being able to take your frustration out and bash a 

driver as hard as you can.  It's like, oh, God, another 8-iron or wedge or something, 
so it's kind of weird. 

 
Q.  From a spectator standpoint, it's obviously unique, it could be really 
interesting.  This place is really confined.  
 

MARK CALCAVECCHIA:  It is. 

 
Q.  They'll get to see a lot of cool stuff.  
 
MARK CALCAVECCHIA:  I imagine there will be a hole-in-one or two and hopefully 

that will get on film.  You're going to see a lot of birdies, you're going to see a lot of 

near holes-in-one.  The greens are soft.  I think we're going to get some rain the next 
few days, so the greens will stay soft.  They're in perfect shape.  You're going to see 

some putts made.  You're just going to see a whole lot of good iron shots because 
these guys are all still really good iron players, even the guys like Jack and Gary and 

even some of the older guys. 
 

Q.  Kind of brings the field together a little bit? 
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MARK CALCAVECCHIA:  Absolutely.  That's the other thing, three of the holes are 
just sand wedges and a couple others are 8-irons.  There's three holes that are 

5-irons.  But even the shorter holes, you know, the older guys can still compete on 
this kind of course because those guys are still deadly.  Lee Trevino can hit a 9-iron 

as close to the hole as anybody in the world still today. 

 
Q.  One last thing, had you seen Top of the Rock before coming here this time, 
and when you drove in, what was your impression? 
 

MARK CALCAVECCHIA:  No, I had never seen it.  I mean, I had seen pictures of it, 
pictures of the range, but I drove in and I got up there, I was like, holy cow.  The first 

thing I saw was the putting green and the lake, and then I saw the range and I was 

like wow.  Then I saw the lake and first thing I did as I walked out and took my phone, 
took about six pictures of the range like I think pretty much everybody did. 

 
Q.  And when you walk through the clubhouse, you keep your camera. 
 

MARK CALCAVECCHIA:  Yeah, it's spectacular. 
 
 


